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The Maxwell’s wave equation in a medium whoso permittivity is 
undergoing a one-dimensional periodic space time variation by the 
action o f a pump wave is solved by a pertiurbation technique based 
on the methods of Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky for non-linear oscilla­
tions. Expressions are obtained for tl^ e amplitudes of the various 
frequency components associated with the wave. Th<‘ general dis­
persion relation is also obtained.
1. Tntboduotion
The topic of propagation of electromagnetic waves in a medium whose pt^ rinitti 
vity is varied by the action of a pump wave is of contemporary interest for 
physicists and engineers. The notable contributions are found in the papers of 
Slater (1958), Tien (1968), Simon (1960), Cassedy & Oliner (1963), Kunz (1964), 
Holbery & Kunz (1966), and others. The effect of the pumping by an a(H>usti( 
or electromagnetic wave is to produce a periodic variation of the permittiviu 
of medium in space and time, determined, by the frequency and wave numluij 
of the pump wave. The complicated wave equation in such a medium has bcion 
solved by the above authors by numerous approximation techniques, 'fh* 
present paper deals with a perturbation method for the one-dimensional case and 
it has more general applicability than the others. This method can l>e suital)l> 
applied for several cases of wave propagation in nonlinear media.
In the ordinary case of a constant permittivity tj\e wave equation is sepai' 
able in the space and time parts. But when the permittivity is a function 
space and time the wave equation is not separable. But if the wave equation 
is expressed in terms of a retarded time it will be separable in space and retarded 
time by the introduction of a suitable separation constant. The equation in 
terms of the retarded time will be one of the Mathieu type with periodic coi^ fli 
dents. The solution o f the Mathieu equation has been discussed by MoLaohlau 
(1961) and has been used by Holbery & Kunz (1966). But the method will not 
be applicable to the equation in the present case. To solve the equation a per­
turbation method based on the methods of Bogoliubov & Mitropolsky (1961) 
is developed.
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The solution of the wavo equation falls under two heads, (a) ITio non- 
rosonanco oa.so whore the sopa.-ation <;on.stant has any general value. In this 
case the wave amplitude is stable in spaeo and time, (b) The resonance case 
whore the separation constant has certain special ndationship with the pump 
froquenoy and the propagation constant. Tn this ease under certain conditions 
t}\o floliitioiis ftro *1 }\irt pap.or <^ hohs»sos t-)i,o non-rosonaiico caho.
2 . FORMULATIOfT OF THK PllOBLEM
Connidor an infinite isotropic non-conducting non-disporsives medium of 
permittivity which is subjected to the action of a pump wavo of frequency
O. (En this paper the frequency refers to the angular frequonej'), propagation 
constant K  propagating along the a:-direction. The effect of the wavo is to 
modify tho permittivity to a valu(^  e given by
e(Xj 0 - €^ [l + h  iion{Qt~~Kx), (1)
where ^ is a factor much loss than 1 called t}\o modulation index. The pumi> 
wavo is thus modulating the permittivity of the. medium to the value given by 
oq. (1) and it does not have any ofchi^ r interaction with t]\o propagating oloctro- 
magnotic wavo in tho modiuin.
Assuming a linear relationship between the electric displacement vector D  
and tho fiold vector E  wo obtain from Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations in 
M-K.S. units.
V X V X £  + /“o -jir (2)
whore ft^  is tho magnotic pormoability of the medium which is not affootod by tho 
pump wavo. For a traiv5vor.sn olootromagnotio wavo propagating in tho x-
dirootion wo have =  E(x, 1), E  ^
from oq. (2)
E„ ~  0. With e given by oq. (1) wo have
dx*
1 j^ l+hoosQ  j j
d^ E
at^
, 2AQf  ^ s m i
/ X  \dE , AQ* r» / /  * \
“ ( ‘ - r ) a T + 0.
... (3)
wheio O  — is tho velocity of propagation of tho wave (called signal) in
the unmodulated medium, E -  i(ar, 0 and V =  QIK is tho pump wavo velocity.
Wave oq. (3) is to bo solved for the eloctrio fiold. But since it is not sopar- 
able in tl^e space and timn part wo can introduce a transformation of variables
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80 that the resulting differential equation is separable in the new variables. 'n)is 
transformation can be introduced by setting
X =  X, T =  t ~ Y
where r oan be considered as a retarded time. Using eq. (4) and with
d _  d ^ d _  d I d
Qt -  T a x  ' V  d r ’
(4)
we oan write eq. (2) in the form
d^E 2  d*Ed*E
ax* +  (p*-A oc) dr* V  d X d r
„ d E  d e  _  d*e 0,
where
E  —  E [x ,  t ) and e ~  £{t) — ej(l+cos Qr). 
We can investigate the solution of eq. (5) having the form
E { X ,  t) -  T (t ) exp i f iX,
(5)
(»)
(7)
where fi  \b a separation constant which oan bo real or complex. Using eq. (7) 
in eq. (5) we get an ordinary differential equation for T  in the form
(8)
wherr
T  =  T{r) ,  e' =  and s ' d*e d^  •
Eq. (8) oan be transformed into a differential equation where the first derivative 
is removed by a substitution
T {t ) =  0 (r )  exp /  i/(T)dT. (9)
The function ^(r) can bo choson such that when eq. (9) is substituted in eq. (8) 
the coafS i^ent of dOfdT in the resulting differential equation for O is zero. With 
this condition applied we get
ifi
V
... (10)
and with e given by eq. (6) we get
f  » < '> * = ( T + 5 &  S f j  { ( ) ' * “ ? )  ]
... (11)
where 7'„ is an arbitrary constant of integration.
C *  p
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at <7*
F*
. “ i
— 1 F Q
Using oqs. (9) and (10) in eq. (8), we gel
( y t ~ M )  y  0 -  (12)
The two linearly independent solutio^ G, and of eq. (12) can be substituted 
in oq. (9) and the electric field E in the modulated medium can ho obtained from 
eq. (7).
H P e h t u u b a t t o n  M e t h o d
The solution of eq. (12) in closed fo.rm is not and as in similar problems 
a suitable perturbation technique is to bo used. Hero a technique based on the 
methods o f Bogliubov & Mitropolsky (19BI) for non-lintmr oscillations is deve­
loped.
The solution falls under two heads, (a) the so-ijalled non-resunancM case 
where the separation constant is not in the miighbourhood of’ the cpiantity
a  /
'N being an integer, (b) the resonance case whet> ft is in the neighbhtnirhood of
am  /(7»
2V ■)
T h e ' n o n  r e e o n a n c e  c a s e  i s  d e a l t  i n  t h i s  a r t i c l e
Substituting for e and a' from eq. (1) and assuming aJi < <  1. we can write 
eq. (12) in the form
d*Q
dr* 4-v*0 -- —v*[A(as cos Qr+tag sin fir)
f  A*(a« oo8*£2t-I ta*a sin 2flT )+...]G.
where
(13)
(14)V* =  , «8 -  14-2a. a* -- 2a+3a*.
In most oases o f practical interest h is small and hence the expansion used to 
obtain eq. (18) is valid.
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Eq. (14) can be intorprctod in genoral as the oscillation of a system with 
natural frequency v subjected to a small periodic perturbation represented by 
the terms on the right hand side. It is to be noted that when t; oo, «2 =  0 
and for small h neglecting terms in A* and above, eq. (13) is reduced to the Mathiou’s 
equation which has been intensively studied and applied to several problems. 
In the present case the solution of eq. (13) can be studied to the second order 
in h so that terms in h and A* can be retained.
The general solution of eq. (13) will consist of a wave with a fundamental 
frequency v and harmonic components of frequencies nQ,+m v (the integers m 
and n varying from —oo to -f  oo) and relative amplitudes depending on A, 12 
and V. But when n and m are such that one of the harmonic frequencies is equal 
to the natural frequency v, i.e..
01‘
a
... (15)
whore p and q are integers, the amplitude of the particular harmonic will be 
comparable with that of the fundamental and we say there is resonance. How  ^
ever, it will be observed later that resonance will not occur for all values of p 
and q and it occurs for v in the neighbourhood of JV£2/2, whore N  is an integer 
When substituted for p from oq. (14) wo got the resonance condition as
2G \ V» I
(16)
In the non-rosonanoe case the solution of eq. (13) has to bo sought in the
form
0  =  /co s  Q r)+ ..., ... (17)
Where the function «i, u, etc. are periodic in both the angular rariablea ^  and 
QT witli a period 27t. The amplitude /  and the total phaso ^  are determined by 
the following defferential equations,
%  =  Ai?,(/)+)i*i?a(/)+... 
^ » , .+ A 5 ,{ /)+ A * 5 ,( / )+ .
... (18)
... (19)
when ft S3 0, we note that /  is a constant and ^ s s v r  wo that the unperturbed 
aohition is
0 * 3 /c o g  w .
The quantities ... etc. on the right hand sides of oq.s. (18) and (19)
must depend only on the amplitude / sineo in the non-rosonanco ease the phase 
of the natural oscillation has no dependence on the please of the perturbation. 
But in the losonanoe case the situation will bo difforciut.
Substituting eqs. (17), (18) and (19) in eep (13) and equating the cmefficionts 
of like powciTS of h on both sides of the reamlting ecpiation we got
‘ sin ... (21)
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"" a ,+ 2 /i^ , cos f+2vK^  sin ... (22)
where
-v f^ cos vi^ (a., cos £2r-|-Jajj sin £2r) 
—v^Uiixs cos Qt 4-ia2 sin £2t)
-V®/cos ijr(x^  cos2 QT-hiaUj sin 2£2t)
... (23)
(*1  -/-Si*) cos rlr- (jR , +27?,.9,) sin xlrdSi
, d*t/, , dWy ^^ <7. ,9/7 ... (24)
Th6 functions are periodic in ^  and f2r and moreover depend on / .
l^ Yom the relations given by eqs, (21) and (22). U*j,, Rit Sj, 8.^  are to be
determined. The first step is to ovahiato ?7j, Ei and |^. Tht function a© can 
be expanded into a double Fourier series given by
a o ( / ,V /,i i r ) -  S S a„;n''H/)^xpi(wi2T+w^), ...(25)
7 j« ._ o o
where Fourier coefficients. Multiplying both sides of eq. (25) by
expi{nO+mir) (whoro 0 =  Qr) and integrating with rospact to d and 5^^ over a 
oompletiO cycle we get
« « m ‘ ® *(/) '-= -4^  T  T  aa(f,^,0)exp—i{nO+m^)dOdi/r. ( 2 6 )
Similarly Uy can bo expanded in a double Fourier series with the Fourier co- 
effioionts given by
U A f .^ .a r )^  S S l7‘»«(/)oxpi(nQT+mi^) ...(27 )
iw>r» m—0®
Substituting eqs. (26) and (27) in eq. (21) wo get
2  2  [»/*—(nQ4-*»»')*]t7< ’^„»i(/)exp»(n£iT+«»^)
ti m
-  2fvSi COB sin S o*«»<®>(/)exp t(nilT-4-m^)
fi m
... (28)
Sixioe we are dealing with the non-re>?onanoB case it is necessary to detoj 
mine such values of that Ui will not contain the resonance term
wth frequency nQ~\-mv =  v. For this, those for which
=  0 should be zero. This condition is satisdod for n =  0, m =  ± 1 . Hemor 
=r =  0, With these conditions applied, and equating the ct)
efficients o f equal harmonics in eq. (28) we got
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2vR, - i K , ‘0'+Oo-i"” J 
2f,S, ~K,'®>+a„./®>l
Using eqs. (26), (30) and (31) we got
1 27T 2rr
-  4 ^ 2^  J J «o(/. f
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
1 27T tU (33)
Knowing and S^ , f  and can be oraluatod to the first order in h and det.<‘i
mined an
^ r  f v . p  . .M.(v*—(nQ+mr)*] i  ^
The above procedure can be continued to determined R ,^ and (7*. Witli 
R ,^ 8i and Ui determined from eqs. (32), (33) and (34) a,(/, Qt) can be evaluafcii 
from oq. (24). Expanding o, and Uj in double Fourier series, substituting le 
eq. (22) and prooeeding in the same way as before, we get
1 2ir ttr
if, -- J /  ^  dOd^ .. (3.'>)
(3«)
si««±i
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... (40)
1// -- l>T t A**iS^ T -  (41)
V* (as+a*) , ' v»  (ag -a,)
4 v*~ (v+ fi)* '2 * 4  ,.2-(p +  Q)*
.. (42)
e* (ag-Og) f , >'* (“ a+a*)
4 V * -(v -Q )* 4 e*—(v-12)2
P ertu rb a tion  m ethod  f o r  M a xw eW s equ a tion
()n evaluating tho appropriate integrals it is found that
« . - 0 ,  =
U-i — f[Ci exp i(\jf+6 )-{-G2  exp- *(^ / t ^>)+Ca «x.p (^)+(\ exp 0 )]
... (39)
Ih ^  /TA exp »(V^ 4-2(9) j- exp -^ (VA+2«)^ -^ />, exp i { ^ -  W)+I)^  exp- - i [ f -  26),
whore
f?.
1 } a ^ 2 a»aj
1 • 8 e*-(v+2f2)‘‘ '
cyag—a^)—a4-{-2a.yx|
*■ 8 v2-(s-f2Q)*
„  L< '^i.(a3-a2)“ a4+2a2a|
 ^ * “  8 2Q)*
II _ [f '4(“ 3 _+ ^ —“ 4“-2o8al
« “  8 v * -{— 2Q)*
If the Holution is aasuinod a.s
wo get by Himilar procedure
'A '-= * /[ -< ? !exp l-f'aexp f(V/-4^^)- f7*exp --(9 ) 4 -C «exp -»(;ir_ -0 )]
... (45)
77,' =. t /f—/7,exp i(f-^ 2 0 )+  /7gexp t(v5 4^2(9)—Dgcxp 4(^ 5^ --26>)
I-D4 exp—»(\i'—2(7)]. ... (46)
H'rom eqa. (17), (39), (40), (44), (46) and (46) we can write tho two solutions for 
Q as
O =  /e x p  »^[14-A(2Ci exp *77+2(78 exp— *(7)
+ A*(2i)j exp 2t(?+2Dg exp—2*77)+... | .. (47)
and
0  «  /e x p -* jir [l  +A{2(7, e x p -iO + 2 Ct exp id)
hA*(27>* exp-2t(7+2D4 exp 2»(7)+.. .J. ... (84)
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In the above discussions, the cases v =  Q/2 and v =  12 (corresponding to 
n =  0 , m — ± 1  etc.) are obviously resonance conditions as evident from 
oocffinonts given by oqs. (42) and (43). Since is real, the solutions do not 
change their amplitude exponentially with increasing r and hence can be said 
to represent stable solutions. Those solutions are valid for all v ^  NCII2 {  ^
=  1,2 ,...). Hence stable solutions occur for all v 7tjV£2/2 or
s a  ( 0 ,  , I
4. Electbic F ield  ik the M edium
The expression for the electric field E(x, i) can bo obtained from eq. (7) l>\ 
the use of eqs. (9), (10), (47) and (48) with eq. (47) wc get the solution as
E{x, 1) — L exp i{u>it--kix)  ^1 -\-Li oxp iCl t^— exp-- / 1 2 J
d-X>3 0x p 2j£2 l^^~y ^ + I/4 exp—2»I2 ( '- ? )+ ■ • • ]■  ■■
whore L can bo called the fundamental amplitude depending mainly upon j 
the relative amplitudes and of the harmonics are proportional to h whit 
Lj and aro proportional to
oil cp
G - 1
... (50)
(51)
Eq. (49) represents a foiwa,rd wave in the direction of pump wave having a funda 
mental frequency o»i and wave vector k^ .
The phase velocity wifki is not C, but depend upont he mtxlulation index h 
md the pump wave frequency 12 and veocity V. Thus the medium is tumt'd 
dispersive by the effect of the pump wave. The associated hannonics h»v< 
froquenoies wi±i2Cl etc. and their veloritias are different from those "•
fundamental.
When eq. (48) is used, the electric field 
S{x, t) =  i'e x p i(u^+k^) 11+Li exp tI2 * j  exp i£2
exp 2iQ j  + Z /e x p -2 iQ  ( l — *  ) ] ,  (52)
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where L' is tho fundamental amplitude- L\. L',. 7/,,. L\ th<e n,lativ« amplitudoH 
of the harmonics as in oq. (49). H.ire-
Cp , \
( ~2 ■* =*)
-‘ ■(“ r ' t - ' * . )  ( p a )
.. (53)
•• (54)
Eq. (62) thus roprehoiilH a backward wa^ ’c in a dirc.ctioii opposite to the jminp 
wavo with a frequency different f'*oni that of the forward wave. The w^ ave 
vector is also different from that of tJ\o forward wavo and so is th<> velocity. The 
frequonoies wi and c*>2 depend on the particular choiccj of /?. For a ^iven vahui of 
p  there will be two dominant fj*equoncios excited in tJie medium and tl^oy trav(j| 
in opposit/o directions with diffc^rent velocitic^s.
But for a given froqutjru^y excited in tlvo ratnlium tlu' values of p will be 
different for the forwaid and backward waves. If this frequency is a>, for the 
forward wave p  is given by tho relation
cp
“  c
v~
and the wavo is roprosentcid as
E{x, t) — A  exp tAo2;(oxp i{w t-k^)-^ai exp t{(w4 12)<—(*0+ K)x) 
+a_j exp t{(co—Q)<—(2:„—A')a:}-i----1.
.. (55)
(56)
where A is an arbitary constant
0^
at
G
Oi = h2
(to>-|-il)*
d ( i - ® ) [ u ( ? + i ) + 2 »
h
« - i  =  -■ « ' " ' ,  '® o ( i - ^ ) [ q { ^ + i ) - 2 « . ]
. . .  (6 7 )
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For the backward wave /? is given by the relation
CpCO (68;
The wave is given by
E{x, t) =  B  exp t'Aftxfexp ®*P *{(tt»+Qy+(ifeo~-^)®}
+ 6_i exp t{(o>—Q)«+(fco+-K’)a:}+...].
where JS is an arbitrary constant and
... (59)
A* wAfc =  — T ^ ( • 4 )
5, =  - (a»+Q)’»
Q ( i + | ) [ q ( i - ^ ) + 2 „
(w -ft)S
n ( i + ® ) [ o ( i - r ) - 2 “
... (60)
Eqa. (66) and (60) show that in a pormittivity modulated medium the elec> 
trio field exists as a superposition of waves of frequencies o>, co± ii ©to. with 
difierent amplitudes. The different frequency components have different 
velocities and the medium is turned dispersive* Besides the velocity of each 
frequency component will be different for the waves travelling along the direc­
tion of the pump wave and opposite. For a real co, the propagation constant 
is also real. The amplitudes of the wav^ do not grow exponentially in space 
and time and hence the waves are stable in the medium.
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